
       

 

O BAG GOES GREEN AND WAVES GOODBYE TO FUR! 

LAV: A RESPONSIBLE DECISION THAT MIRRORS CONSUMER TRENDS 

O bag, in agreement with the Fur Free Alliance, has announced its commitment to 
completely abandon the use of animal fur in its products.  

Indeed, the O bag autumn collection will be showcasing a major new feature: instead of 
real fur, the interchangeable handles, straps, trims and inner bags of the O bag, the O 
basket and the O pocket, will be made of top quality eco-fur.  

“As of autumn-winter 2016/2017 the O bag collections will be entirely fur free, explains 
Michele Zanella, Director-General of Full Spot. This is a huge step for our company and 
testifies as to our tangible commitment towards animal welfare. Our choice stems from a 
strong request on the part of some of our customers that, though they love our bags, 
weren’t comfortable with the use of certain materials. Our customers come first and that is 
why we always listen to what they have to say. It’s word-of-mouth that made the success 
of O bag, alongside a continuous dialogue with our customers and  the collective sharing 
of personal experience.”   

Through LAV, O bag has signed the Fur Free Alliance (FFA) protocol. FFA is a coalition of 
more than 40 organizations, working together to put a stop to the exploitation and killing of 
animals for their fur. O bag has thus pledged not to use any type of animal fur whatsoever 
in its future collections, including fur that comes from the food sector (such as rabbit fur for 
example). 
 
“O bag is a symbol of Italian creativity and its designer products, from watches to bags to 
bracelets and glasses, and now shoes as well, all made from innovative materials, delight 
customers around the world. This decision has been long-awaited and reinforces the 
mission LAV has set for itself to promote ethical, responsible and sustainable fashion that 
doesn’t exploit animals” says Simone Pavesi, who heads LAV’s Animal Free Fashion 
department.  
 
The decision is also O bag’s answer to its customers’request: indeed a recent report 
commissioned by LAV in 6 European countries (Italy, Germany, the UK and Poland) has 
shown that consumers that systematically buy animal friendly products make for at least 
12% of the demand for fashion items, with a high potential for this percentage to grow. 
[source: ISPO - http://www.lav.it/news/moda-sondaggio-ispo] 
 
We also wish to point out that in order to ensure the commitment taken is being fulfilled, O 
bag has pledged to demand that its suppliers provide the adequate certifications 

http://www.lav.it/news/moda-sondaggio-ispo


ensuring the absence of animal-based materials. Moreover, as it is not possible to 
withdraw items from its previous collections that contain real fur from the market, these 
said items will still be commercialised until they run out.  
 
____________________________________________________________ 
ABOUT O BAG 
 
 
O bag is about innovation, versatility, colour, surprise and essentiality.  
The O bag brand was spontaneously created in the wake of the success of the customizable bags made of 
eva, the innovative rubber-like material. Ultralight and distinctly recognizable, its look is utterly unique. Today, it 
is a market leader for customizable accessories that uses cutting-edge materials and offers a variety of 
products ranging from bags to watches, to glasses, bracelets and even flatform shoes, the brand’s most 
recent addition. The items are all created in order to be customized with the various interchangeable 
accessories with which it is possible to create an infinite amount of combinations and looks. 
 

O bag is a design-oriented brand but with a very easy-going approach, its target customers being from all 

walks of life and pan-generational, people that simply wish to express their individuality and choose their own 

style.  

 
 
ABOUT FUR FREE ALLIANCE 
 
Fur Free Alliance is an international coalition of more than 40 organizations working to put an end to the 

exploitation and killing of animals for their fur, on the basis of the fundamental immorality of such a practice.  

 

 

 


